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In the spring of 1796, Beethoven was inspired to compose a 

quintet while walking the streets of Prague. Generations from 

that corner of Europe would attempt to bottle that inspiration, 

but none would emerge like the violist from those very streets. 
Antonin Dvorak, keeper of the flame, would often exclaim to 

students, "Why don't you all kneel ?" upon opening scores of the 

master. 

On Thursday at the Oshman Family JCC in Palo Alto, a quartet of 

artists from the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center 

delivered that very work of Beethoven, rescored for piano and 

strings, and selections from Erno Dohnanyi and Dvorak. It was 

the second of three Winter Series concerts presented by 

Music@Menlo. 

There are concerts that invigorate on the strength of the 

musicianship, projected understanding and passionate 

storytelling given on stage. Not even a misfired opening B-flat 



unison could quell the fire projected by these fine musicians in 

Beethoven's (Piano) Quartet in E-flat Major. 

 
Gilles Vonsattel delivered inspired moments in the piano-laden 

Allegro ma non troppo. The Swiss-American pianist struck 

chords and brisk runs on the Steinway grand with appropriate 

panache and navigated quieter moments with deft aplomb and 

judicious pedaling. The ethereal Andante cantabile demands a 

sensitive palette of weighted color at the piano, and Vonsattel 

created a serene reverie without ever breaking form, as the rest 

of the ensemble rendered moments of exquisite lyrical beauty 
that whetted the ears for an answer from Dohnanyi. 

 

The Hungarian master's Serenade in C Major for violin, viola and 

cello exhibited the ensemble's blend, and the fiddler's prowess, 

taste and articulation. Indeed, the group's clarity and intonation 

were a marvel to experience, as the vivacious Scherzo, so laced 
with frenetic energy and counterpoint, was managed with elan 

and meticulous tonal differentiation. Wondrous as they were, 

there was always the sense that the ensemble had more to give, 

another gear that would drive the audience into a frenzy. 

The Dvorak opened a floodgate of sound, as every instrument 

was geared on voluminous overdrive upon the lush harmonies 

and dance elements of the Quartet in E-flat Major. French 

violinist Arnaud Sussmann reveled in clever turns of phrasing 

and displayed a dependable bowing arm that gave every color the 

weight it deserved. And while violist Paul Neubauer's technique 

was admirable, it was the introspection, the variations of tone 

and straightforwardness of his music-making that left me 



spinning. I chuckled at times, observing the discrepancy between 

Neubauer's casual body language and the elegant, formidable 

particles of sound he produced so easily. 
 

Cellist Paul Watkins of the Emerson Quartet brought a full-

bodied tone that was warm, familiar at a distance and altogether 

remarkable throughout. The gorgeous Lento found that tone 

traveling the ends of the hall, which created an atmosphere of 

grace and serenity. Watkins played effortlessly, with a soulful 

sound finessed with an enviable vibrato. Appetite for more was 

the overwhelming mood at the conclusion of Dvorak's Finale: 

Allegro ma non troppo, one of the prettiest movements in the 

canon. 

 
There was a single encore, offered as Watkins explained the 

missing musician from the stage. Several bars into Hermann 

Schulenburg's Dvorak-inspired "Puszta-Marchen" (Gypsy 

Romance and Czardas), a side door burst open, and Neubauer, 

the former principal violist of the New York Philharmonic, 

walked among us, serenading the aisles. Mere inches from that 

glorious sound, many were made weak at the knees. If it were 

socially acceptable, I might have kneeled. 

The program repeats in Carmel on at 8 p.m. Feb. 13 at the Sunset Center, 

part of the Chamber Music Monterey Bay series. 

Contact Elija Ho at elijah.ho@hotmail.com. 

 


